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SUMMARY
Ground penetrating radar (GPR) has been successfully applied in multiple
areas for shallow subsurface probing and has been recently recognized as a primary
investigation tool for the non-destructive evaluation of reinforced concrete (RC) bridge
decks. In this thesis, several aspects of GPR data processing for RC bridge decks are
studied. First, autofocusing techniques are proposed to replace the previous expen-
sive and unreliable human visual inspections during the iterative migration process
for the estimation of the velocity/dielectric permittivity distribution from GPR data.
The investigation of the metric performance is conducted on simulation data and
the conclusions are validated by experimental data. Second, F-K filtering with dip
relaxation is proposed for interference removal that is important for both imaging
and the performance of post-processing techniques including autofocusing techniques
and CS-based migration studied in this thesis. The targeted interferes here are direct
waves and cross rebar reflections. The introduced dip relaxation is for accommodating
surface roughness and medium inhomogeneity. The basic principle of the proposed
method is demonstrated using simulation data and the effectiveness is validated by
experimental and field data. Third, the newly developed CS-based migration is mod-
ified and evaluated on GPR data from RC bridge decks. A more accurate model
by accounting for impulse waveform distortion that leads to less modeling errors is
proposed. The impact of the selection of the regularization parameter on the compar-
ative amplitude reservation and the imaging performance is also investigated, and a
simple approach to preserve the comparative amplitude information while still main-
taining a clear image is proposed. Moreover, the potential of initially sampling the
time-spatial data with uniform sampling rates lower than that required by traditional
x
migration methods is studied. The evaluation is made on simulation data and then




1.1 Background and Motivation
More than a quarter of bridges in the U.S. are reported as structurally deficient or
functionally obsolete [1]. The network-level evaluation and the maintenance under a
tight budget are of significant importance. To reinforced concrete (RC) bridge deck
engineers and researchers, the deterioration phenomena of highest concern are rebar
corrosion, deck delamination, vertical cracking, and concrete degradation. Although
coring is the most accurate way to evaluate the bridge quality, its usage is greatly
hindered by its destructive nature. Non-destruction evaluation (NDE) techniques,
such as impact echo [85][78], chain dragging and hammer sounding, ultrasonic pulse
echo, ultrasonic surface waves, impulse response, ground-penetrating radar (GPR),
half-cell potential, galvanostatic pulse measurement, electrical resistivity and infrared
thermography, become available and each of them has its own advantages and disad-
vantages [33].
Among various NDE techniques, GPR has been recognized by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) and many state transportation departments as a primary
investigative tool for the evaluation of RC bridge decks [9]. The benefits include
fine resolution, fast data acquisition speed, safe and weather-independent operations
[16], high repeatability, no need of asphalt removal, deck thickness estimation, re-
bar localization, rebar diameter estimation, and area estimation of corrosion-induced
damages.
The primary information extracted from the GPR data collected from RC bridge
decks are the rebar locations and the attenuation map. Precisely determining the
1
rebar positions during the renovation of the bridge surface layer can avoid damages
to the rebars when holes are drilled into the concrete body to anchor the new layer,
and hence ensure the safety of the workers and the stability of the bridge [42]. The
attenuation map is the most popular network-level interpretation method to evaluate
the health condition of bridge decks and it is produced by plotting the amplitudes of
the migrated rebar reflections after depth correction on a 2D figure. The attenuation
map is usually smoothed using various interpolation methods, such as B-spline inter-
polation or interpolation based on mixtures of gaussian process models [52][51]. Areas
with comparatively low signal strength, indicating high loss, are generally considered
as an indication of serious concrete degradation or rebar corrosion [10].
GPR has been applied for shallow subsurface imaging in multiple areas such as
archaeology [86], civil engineering [76], forensics [55], geophysics [87], unexpected
ordnance (UXO) detection [20], and utility detection [23], due to its sensitivity to
variations of electrical permittivity, electrical conductivity, and magnetic permeability
[83, 21]. For the application of RC bridge deck evaluation, there still exist multiple
obstacles. This thesis is aimed to solve a small amount of the remaining problems
and explore new techniques, which will be introduced in the following part of this
chapter.
1.1.1 Autofocusing
Surface collected GPR profiles sometimes deviate from the real subsurface structures.
For a point-like object, a hyperbolic shape is formed on the radargram as a result of
the wide antenna beamwidth and the two-way travel (TWT) time variations caused by
the antenna movement along the measurement line. In order to accurately interpret
the GPR profiles, a back-propagation process needs to be performed to collapse the
diffracted signals back into its true physical shape and position [38]. The back-
propagation process is also called migration. The migration techniques are widely
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studied in the seismic field due to the momentum of hydrocarbon exploration.
The most important input for migration techniques is the subsurface medium ve-
locity distribution, which is equivalent to the relative dielectric permittivity (RDP)
distribution for low loss medium. However, this information is usually not available
beforehand and itself is also valuable for the RC bridge deck diagnosis. Due to its
importance, velocity analysis has been long discussed in the seismic field, but the
techniques developed can be difficult to be adapted to the application of RC bridge
decks directly. The traditional approaches to obtain the information of the medium
velocity distribution include point-to-point coring, time domain reflectometry (TDR)
measurements [66][39], and multi-offset data analysis [15]. The first two methods
can be destructive, and require extra systems and measurements. Multi-offset data
analysis uses techniques such as normal moveout (NMO) [56] velocity analysis and
residual moveout (RMO) velocity analysis [15]. The setup can be common midpoint,
common transmitter, or common receiver. Although velocity analysis based on mul-
tifold data has been adopted by some GPR systems, it is not favored by RC bridge
deck inspections due to the prolonged data acquisition time that will lead to longer
traffic interruption. Besides, the most commonly used NMO velocity analysis has ad-
ditional requirements such as clear reflecting layers [5]. Moreover, the most popular
GPR system for the RC bridge deck inspection is built with common-offset antennas
due to its simple design and low cost [21].
For the common-offset GPR systems, the local medium velocity can be estimated
using the reflections from the cooperative targets that can be pre-built in if none exist
in the subsurface. For RC bridge deck inspection, the rebars are the natural coop-
erative objects and the density is generally high enough for the optimized decision
making under a tight budget. There are several approaches for velocity determi-
nation using cooperative targets, such as hyperbola shape analysis-based method,
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Hough transform-based method, and migration-based method. The first two meth-
ods are reported to generate less accurate results or require extra prior information as
compared to the migration-based method [64]. The decision-making process for the
migration-based method is mostly based on visual inspections of an iterative trial-
and-error process, which combines direction change of the migration curves and focus
points [13]. The discretized permittivity values in a reasonable range are used to
generate a series of migrated GPR profiles and then visual inspections are performed
to pick the velocity that produces the best focused image. Two problems arise from
this process. One is the high computational cost from the iterative process. There
are already researchers working on it and it will not be the focus of this thesis. For
example, a time image-wave remigration is developed and applied on zero-offset GPR
data to generate a batch of migrated radargrams using various migration velocities
with less computational cost [54]. The other problem is the human visual inspec-
tions required in this process. Human visual inspections are usually subjective and
expensive, and can even fail when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low. Therefore,
accurate, robust, and sensitive autofocusing techniques replacing visual inspections
are needed. Hopefully, it can also generate reasonable results in situations where
visual inspections fail.
1.1.2 Interference Removal
Interference removal is an important process for imaging purposes. In addition, the
evaluation of the autofocusing techniques indicate that strong direct waves (antenna
crosstalk and ground bounce) and cross rebar reflections can substantially deteriorate
the performance of the postprocessing techniques. It is essential to effectively remove
the interferences before further processing the GPR data collected from RC bridge
decks.
Direct wave removal from GPR data has been long studied and various methods
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have been proposed and implemented. Conventional approaches include background
average removal, time-gating, and scale and shift. However, those techniques fail
when the surface is rough or when the target signals are mixed with the direct waves
[27]. For RC bridge decks, the top rebar mat are usually located at a shallow depth,
e.g., 2.5 in., and hence the rebar reflections from this layer is usually overlapped with
direct waves. In addition, the surface roughness of the RC bridge deck, especially
asphalt overlaid decks, sometimes cannot be neglected. In these cases, the conven-
tional approaches cannot provide high-quality preprocessed GPR profiles for both
imaging and further processing. Unconventional direct wave removal methods ex-
plore both hardware and advanced software solutions. There are numerous research
papers working on this topic and each has its own suitable occasions and restric-
tions. Hardware solutions include differential GPR systems [60], GPR systems with
transmitter-receiver-transmitter configuration (TRT) [36][37], and GPR systems with
transmitters at the Brewster angle [39]. The Differential GPR system records the dif-
ferences of two receivers located at the same distance from the underground surface
and symmetric to the transmitter. The TRT GPR system shares similar setup as
the differential GPR system. It feeds the transmitters out-of-phase sources to create
a symmetric plane in the middle. Both types of GPR systems require homogeneous
subsurface and uniform air-subsurface interface, and may cause the filtering of useful
signals for targets of low spatial variations. For the third GPR configuration, set-
ting the transmitter at the Brewster angle is unpractical for field scans as it requires
medium homogeneity and the prior information of medium permittivity. Moreover,
this method is only effective in removing ground bounce and the suppression of the
crosstalk between antennas requires additional processing. Advanced software solu-
tions can be generally classified into parameterization/statistics-based methods and
filtering-based methods [67]. The main drawback of parameterization/statistics-based
methods is that it requires reference data and the performance strongly depends on
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the clutter model and the assumptions for parameter estimation [84, 24, 70]. Filter-
ing methods include decomposition using component separation/subspace projection
(ICA/PCA/Eigenvalues/SVD) [67, 44, 72], wavelet filtering [63], Kalman filtering
[71], and frequency-wavenumber (F-K) filtering [39]. Component separation is based
on the assumption that the interferences are the leading component, which may not
always hold. In [67], the average removal and the subspace projection methods are
compared with the entropy-based time-gating approach. The authors demonstrate
that the average removal and the subspace projection methods provide very similar
results, and both methods return images with larger clutter residues compared with
the entropy-based time-gating approach. Although the entropy-based time-gating
approach provides better results, it is not suitable for our application. When the
clutter and the rebar reflections are heavily mixed in our application, zeroing out
points corresponding to the clutter will result in a significant loss of target signals.
In addition, a windowing along the scan line direction may erase a large part of the
gathered target signals, which contains information that is important for the further
processing of the GPR data from RC bridge decks. In [63], the 2D wavelet transform
methods are tested on the GPR profiles collected from the underground buried with
metal/plastic tubes and the test data are similar to the GPR data collected from RC
bridge decks, but in a much simpler scenario that the underground surface is flat-
ter, the medium is more homogeneous and the interferences are less overlapped with
the target signals. Although a large amount of the direct waves are removed by the
wavelet transform-based methods, the clutter residues are still not trivial. Kalman
filter in [71] requires reference data, which are not always available. The adopted
method in this thesis is based on F-K filtering and it will be presented in Chapter III.
On the other hand, cross rebar reflections are considered as useful information
for 3D GPR imaging and its removal is rarely discussed in the literature. However,
the cross rebar reflection removal is necessary for the autofocusing process of the 2D
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GPR profile analysis as well as the newly developed CS-based migration when the
GPR scanning line gets close to a cross rebar. Additionally, the removal of cross rebar
signals can also improve the accuracy of the attenuation map [10]. For the GPR data
from RC bridge decks, cross rebar reflection has two features that make it difficult to
be eliminated by the existing methods developed for the direct wave removal. First,
the heterogeneity of concrete medium contributes to the uneven cross rebar images in
the profiles. Second, nearby cross rebar signals are usually overlapped with the rebar
signals under investigation as rebars from both directions are from the same rebar
mat and they are almost at the same depth. Therefore, to explore new interference
removal techniques handling difficult situations is beneficial for both imaging and
postprocessing.
1.1.3 CS-Based Migration
Recent progress in the compressive sensing (CS) theory has provided an alternative
method for the migration of sparse GPR signals. In CS theory, an array of unknowns,
x, of length N and sparsity of K, can be reconstructed exactly with high probability
from O(KlogN) CS measurements, y (y = Ax, in the form of randomized projec-
tions), by solving l1 convex optimization problems [22, 17, 8]. This concept has later
been utilized in the application of GPR for landmine detection [35][34]. The sparsity
here means the number of the user-defined grids of the total imaged subsurface is
much larger than the number of target grids. The assumptions are as follows. The
targets are sparse and point-like at discrete locations, the targets do not interact with
each other and the superstition is valid, the wave propagation obey ray theory, and
the subsurface medium is homogeneous. Compared to traditional imaging methods,
less cluttered high-resolution images are obtained using a small amount of CS mea-
surements for the application of landmine detection. Similar ideas are followed by
[40] for through-the-wall imaging.
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The CS-based migration is attempted and modified in this thesis for the applica-
tion of GPR data from RC bridge decks. First, a more accurate model needs to be
built by embracing waveform distortion mechanisms. In the previous model, the im-
pulse distortion that may be caused by factors such as antennas, dispersive mediums,
or reflective objects are not taken into consideration. As real data have shown severe
distortion of the impulse wavelets reflected from subsurface objects for the GPR prob-
ing of RC structure and many other applications, modeling errors will be increased if
the distortion is neglected. This problem will be even more important when the orig-
inal images need to be recovered. Second, an approach to obtain clear images while
still preserving the comparative amplitude information needs to be developed. The
investigation using various regularization parameters shows that a high value for the
regularization parameter is able to preserve the comparative amplitude information,
but the image can be heavily blurred; a low value for the regularization parameter
achieves the opposite performance. It is hardly possible to achieve sparse and clear
GPR images while still preserving the comparative amplitude information when the
whole B-scan with multiple targets (rebars) is processed by CS-based migration. As
the major tool to perform the network-level bridge deck inspection using GPR is the
attenuation map, which is made based on the amplitude of the rebar reflections, it
will be more practical for CS-based migration to provide clear GPR images while
still preserve the comparative amplitude information. Third, direct sampling using
uniform sampling rates less than the traditional migration methods is worth an inves-
tigation for the purpose of less sampled data and less data acquisition time. Although
GPR is much faster compared to other NDE techniques for RC bridge decks, it still
requires traffic interruption for most cases. One of the major factors that hinders the
increase of the data acquisition speed of GPR systems is that traditional migration
techniques require fine spatial sampling and Nyquist-rate time samples of the received
data. Most CS measurements require difficult or complicated extra hardware and less
8
CS measurements are generally not equivalent to less direct measurements. Among
various CS measuring methods, random sampling along the spatial domain has the
potential to decrease the data acquisition time, but the recovery of the uniformly dis-
tributed targets can be risky. An effort is worth to be made on revealing the potential
of CS-based migration using smaller uniform sampling rates and larger scan intervals
than that required by the traditional migration techniques. In both directions, it can
help reduce the size of directly measured data. A larger uniform scan interval will
lead to a faster data acquisition speed.
1.2 Dissertation Outline
The remaining part of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter II introduces
multiple autofocusing techniques and evaluate the performances with respect to ran-
dom noise, synthetic aperture width, and cross rebar reflection interferences using
simulation data and the conclusions are also validated on experimental data. Chap-
ter III presents an F-K filtering with dip relaxation for accommodating the uneven
line-like structures of the interferences that can be caused by surface roughness and
medium inhomogeneity. The principle is illustrated using simulation data. The effec-
tiveness is also evaluated by comparing the results with that of the standard direct
wave removal method on both experimental and field data. Chapter IV presents a
modified CS-based migration by accurately modeling the waveform distortion mech-
anisms, an approach to obtain clear GPR images while still preserve the comparative
amplitude information, and performance evaluation of uniform downsampling. The
study is based on simulation data and then follows an experimental demonstration.





In this thesis, the proposed approach is to select candidate autofocusing metrics from
other fields, such as optical and synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imaging, to replace
the previous visual inspections during the iterative migration process. The selected
autofocusing metrics are carefully studied first using simulation data for evaluating
the effects of possible factors that might deteriorate the performance of the metrics
on GPR data from RC bridge decks, and then the effectiveness is demonstrated by
experimental data. Consistent conclusions can be drawn from both simulation and
experimental study. As Stolt F-K migration is adopted as a traditional migration
technique throughout this thesis, a brief introduction is first given in the following
subsection.
2.1.1 Stolt F-K Migration
A large library of migration techniques has come into existence since the pioneer
work of Jon F. Claerbout with the development of fast computers [19]. The classical
algorithms include Kirchhoff integral method [62], finite-difference migration [29],
Stolt F-K migration [68], Gazdag phase-shift migration [30], and their cascaded or
hybrid versions [13]. Among them, Stolt migration, first brought up in the seismic
field, is reported to be accurate and computational efficient. F-K migration or its
variations have been adopted by satellite SAR image processing and widely utilized
for GPR data processing [58]. There also exist other newly developed migration
techniques that are not based on scalar wave equations, such as vertical offset filtering
(VOF) [11]. VOF requires collecting GPR traces repeatedly at the same spot with
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the antenna lifted at different predetermined heights, which makes it unsuitable for
our application by hindering the data acquisition speed and complicating the GPR
system. The evaluation of the autofocusing metrics in this thesis are based on the
results from Stolt F-K migration, but the conclusion drawn can be readily generalized
to other back-prorogation techniques. The theoretic deduction of Stolt F-K migration
is briefly introduced as follows.
Here we consider the surface collected data as a 2D matrix s(x, z = 0, t) with
x being the Cartesian coordinate along the scanning axis, z the depth, and t the
sampling time. Applying the 2D Fourier transform with respect to x to the horizontal
spatial frequency, kx, and t to the angular frequency, ω, yields an unfocused F-K
domain dataset:
S(kx, z = 0, ω) =
∫∫
s(x, z = 0, t)e−jkxxe−jωtdxdt. (1)
Accounting only upward coming waves, and introducing the wavenumber along the
depth direction, kz , the wavefront in the F-K domain at depth, z, can be acquired
by
S(kz, z, ω) = S(kx, z = 0, ω) · ejkzz. (2)
Then a 2D IFFT is implemented to transform the data back from the F-K domain
and the trick is done during this process:






The migrated data will be the inverse Fourier transforms at t = 0 as




S(kx, z = 0, ω)e
jkxxejkzzdkxdω. (4)








where v is the propagation velocity (v = c/
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εr) with εr the relative dielectric con-
stant, c the speed of light in vacuum). After applying Fourier transform and defining































Plugging the above two equations into the equation of the inverse Fourier transforms
at t = 0, we finally obtain the migrated data


















One thing to be kept in mind is the systematic errors in the migration techniques,
which will lead to poor image reconstruction and inaccurate target position estima-
tion even if the exact velocity distribution is used [13]. For example, the inherent
assumption of circular wavefront neglects wave refraction at the interface and possi-
ble anisotropic antennas. Finding the exact wavefront itself is uneasy. The theoretical
solutions to Maxwells equation for half-space problems are often too cumbersome to
be applied. Even the resulting equations to find the refraction point at the inter-
face for the simple-minded ray tracing method are of fourth-order. Recent attempts
include correction on a point-to-point basis [46] and approximating the shape by hy-
perbola with parameters depending on medium dielectric constant, antenna height,
and the propagation time from the source to wavefront [61]. The exact modeling of
the problem is quite difficult, if possible. Another approach is to use experimental
calibration to improve the results, which could be the future work. However, if the
deviations from the true parameters are within the tolerance of the application, the
results without calibration can still be acceptable for current usage.
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2.1.2 Autofocusing Metrics
Automation is widely studied in various fields such as imaging and robotics [73][75]
and autofocusing is a subcatogory. Autofocusing techniques have been widely used in
other fields such as optical imaging and SAR imaging. However, the adaptation of the
autofocusing techniques to the GPR field has been much less investigated [32]. The
very limited work for autofocusing techniques applied in common-offset GPR data are
summarized here. The metric sharpness is applied for soil dielectric constant analysis
[65] and later minimum support was proposed for the same application to conquer
the inaccuracy caused by the uncertainty of the medium conductivity [66]. These
techniques are only tested on simulated GPR data and both of them are technically
semi-automatic because the process still involves human decisions for search areas
and thresholds. Mean amplitude energy is adopted in [32] and it is proved to have
less satisfying performance for GPR data from RC bridge decks. Remotely relevant
work includes [83], which applied the minimum entropy method to localize subsurface
objects and aimed to solve the problem of rough surface. In their work, the problem of
slightly uneven homogeneous medium is transformed into a problem of lateral velocity
variant medium. However, the prior information of nominal velocity is required and
the model formalization is not theoretically rigorous.
In order to search suitable candidates for our application, autofocusing techniques
from various fields are briefly reviewed first. The maximization of image sharpness
was originally developed to correct phase errors in incoherent optical imagery [53].
Afterwards, a large volume of literature has targeted on the autofocusing techniques
in SAR [12][28]. For GPR data migration, if the correct velocity distribution is used,
the energy will be condensed into a few pixels for a point-like target; otherwise, it
will spread into more pixels. This shares certain similarity with SAR autofocusing
problems. After a broad review and careful study of the autofocusing techniques
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available, the potential candidates for our application are summarized into the fol-
lowing groups: sharpness [50], support [66], intensity [50], entropy [45][74], contrast
[12][48], and higher-order statistics [4]. The metrics based on sharpness and minimum
support will not be further discussed as they are technically semi-automatic and still
involve human decision of the segmented geometrical region around the targeted ob-
ject and the threshold value. In addition, as there may be a cross rebar signals with
high intensity and wide spread corrupting the cooperative targets, theoretically, these
two techniques are not as appealing as other techniques although they can still work
to some extent. The rest are introduced as follows [80]:













where the index, k, can be 2 or 4, m and n represent the trace number and the
number of sampled points per trace. When the index is 4, it is equivalent to
the classic Muller-Buffington squared-intensity image sharpness metric [50]. A
similar idea with a weight on each patch is later proposed in [28].







































where k=1 or 2.






[|s(xi, yj)| − µ̂]k
(mn− 1)σ̂k
(14)
where k ≥ 1, µ̂ and σ̂ are the mean and variance of the data.
2.2 Simulation Study
Before conducting experimental tests, simulation models are developed to study the
performance of the metrics. The purpose is to systematically evaluate how the metric
performance will react to possible deteriorating factors: noises, cross rebar interfer-
ence, aperture width, or the mixed forms.
2.2.1 Simulation Setup
A segment of RC bridge deck is built in a GPR simulator, GprMax 2.0 [31], which
is based on finite difference time domain (FDTD) method, and has been utilized by
numerous researchers in the literature [64]. The RDP of the concrete is set to be
6.4 and the conductivity to 0.05 S/m. First a 2D model is simulated and the cross
section is shown in Figure 1. The size of the concrete bridge deck is 2.436 m (8 ft.)
wide and 0.216 m (8.5 in.) deep with an infinite length. A #5 rebar is buried at
a depth of 6.35 cm (2.5 in.). The transceivers are two line source antennas with a
common offset of 3 cm (bistatic acquisition mode) and a stand offset of 0.25 cm. The
exciting source for the antenna follows a Ricker function with a center frequency of
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2.6 GHz. Real GPR data from bridge decks are sometimes corrupted by cross rebar
signals from the same rebar mat, which can be very strong and degrade the metric
performance. The time range for each A-scan is 6 ns. The error of the simulation can
be kept to a minimum if the discretization step is at least ten times smaller than the
smallest wavelength of the propagating electromagnetic fields. To study the effects of
cross rebar interference, a 3D simulation is also implemented. The reason the other
simulation is not performed as a 3D model is that a 3D simulation will consume a
much longer time, but generate basically visually the same radargrams as the 2D
simulation. The 3D simulation setup is the same as the 2D model described above
except a few minor differences explained as follows. First, another #5 rebar is placed
directly on top of the rebar at 6.35 cm (2.5 in.), but oriented perpendicularly to it.
Second, the scan line is parallel to the cross rebar and 2 cm away from the line right
above the cross rebar. Third, the antenna is a Hertzian dipole, which is generally
considered equivalent to a line source in a 2D model. As the radargrams from both
2D and 3D simulations are basically the same except that an extra bright band similar
to the direct waves is overlapped with the hyperbolic curve in the image, only the
generated raw profile from the 2D simulation collected with a step of 5 mm is shown
in Figure 2.
Figure 1: The cross section of the simulated RC bridge deck.
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Figure 2: The origianl 2D GPR profile.
2.2.2 Preprocessing
A typical GPR dataset is composed of crosstalk, ground bounce, clutter, and rebar
reflections. Crosstalk together with ground bounce (also called direct waves) usually
exhibit high-intensity energy in the radargram, which can severely deteriorate the
interpretation of the reflected signals from buried targets and they are usually removed
by the preprocessing. The two most popular methods for that are time gating and
background average removal. The former is more suited to uneven surfaces, but
will lose target information if the target is too shallow and the target signals are
mixed with the direct waves; the latter has less harm to shallow target signals, but
tends to degrade rapidly for moderate roughness. Interference removal techniques are
under pursue for unfavorable situations and will be discussed in Chapter III. In this
section, the simulation data is preprocessed by time gating as the direct waves are
not mixed with the target signals while the average removal will leave an artificial
line for the pixels along rows exhibiting relatively strong target signals. For the
experimental data, background average removal is applied instead as the direct waves
are mixed with the target signals. In addition to the removal of direct waves, usually
the time-zero also needs to be determined. Multiple determination approaches for
the time-zero are summarized in the [60]. A simple commonly adopted approach is
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to take the instant value where the Ricker wavelet attains the maximum of the first
peak. However, this factor will not be taken into account as it can be calibrated
together with other factors such as the antenna distance, stand offset, and systematic
errors in the migration process mentioned above, as it does not observably affect
the image quality. In addition, the simulation results show that the obtained RDP
value is already very close to the true value. The preprocessed radargram from the
simulation is shown in Figure 3, where the strong direct waves are efficiently removed.
Figure 3: The preprocessed GPR profile.
2.2.3 Results and Discussions
2.2.3.1 Clean Radargram
The migration results with different velocities are shown in Figure 4. We can see
that the rebar signal is well focused in Figure 4(c) with the accurate velocity, and
a migration smile and a frown are formed in Figure 4(a) and 4(b) when the migra-
tion velocity is set too high and too low, respectively. The variation of the above
normalized metric values (NMV) with the changing RDP is shown in Figure 5. For
the HOT, the index is selected to be 10 for illustration. Figure 5 shows all metrics
give a maximum value around the medium RDP. Reasonable error toleration should
be given as the results are not calibrated yet. The sensitivity varies among different
metrics: M6(10) gives the highest sensitivity and then followed by M3(4), M4(1),
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M5(2), M3(2), and M5(1).
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4: Migrated profiles with (a) a higher velocity, (b) a lower velocity, and (c)
the real velocity.
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Figure 5: Metric performance for the clean GPR profile.
2.2.3.2 Noise
Different levels of Gaussian noise is added using the Matlab function awgn. A Monte
Carlo simulation is performed for noise related tests and consistent results are demon-
strated here. A polluted radargram is shown in Figure 6, where it is a bit difficult
to perform visual inspections. The performances of autofocusing metrics for SNR=-
30dB, -55dB, and -60dB are shown in Figure 7. The results show that for a higher
SNR (SNR=-30dB), all metrics reach a maximum value around the true value of the
medium RDP. With the increasing of noise, M6(10) is much less affected whereas
other metrics deteriorate faster. M3(2) and M5(1) first lost the track of the optimal
value when the SNR hits -55dB. When the SNR reaches -60dB, all the metrics fail.
The ability to stand lower SNR makes M6(10) a more robust autofocusing metric.
The sensitivity order of the metrics generally does not change with different SNR
levels. As the real noise distribution of the concrete may be difficult to model, other
available noise types are also investigated and the rank of the metrics is quite similar.
An example of the GPR profile with salt and pepper noise is shown in Figure 8 and
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the corresponding metric performance is shown in Figure 9.





Figure 7: Metric performance for (a) SNR=-30dB, (b) SNR=-55dB, and (c) SNR=-
60dB.
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Figure 8: GPR profile polluted with salt and pepper noise.
Figure 9: Metric performance for GPR profile with salt and pepper noise.
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2.2.3.3 Aperture Width
The hyperbolic curve has two long decreasing arms. How to confine the search field
needs to be taken into consideration. For clean data, the performance should be
better with larger apertures. Results show that the sensitivity of all metrics may
decrease with smaller aperture and even fails for very small aperture or heavily biased
apertures. However, for noisy data, more noise will be included with larger apertures.
An example is shown in Figure 10 for SNR=-55dB, where a smaller aperture actually
provides a better performance for the same dataset. For our experimental data, the
radargram is segmented according to the rebar intervals and results demonstrate that
the aperture width is adequate for current usage.
2.2.3.4 Cross Rebar + Noise
The real GPR data from bridge decks are sometimes corrupted by cross rebar signals
from the same rebar mat, which can be very strong and degrade the metric perfor-
mance. By comparing Figure 7 and Figure 11, we observe that the interference of the
cross rebar degrades the sensitivity of the metrics and they lose the effectiveness faster
with increasing noise than the cases without cross rebar signals. Compared to other
metrics, M6(10) is much less affected. The conclusion is that the interference of the





Figure 10: Metric performance for data with the aperture width of (a) 100 traces




Figure 11: Metric performance for data with the cross rebar reflections and (a) SNR




A bridge deck section was prepared at the University of Texas at El Paso, as part of a
research project to compare NDT technologies for RC bridge decks [33]. A bird’s-eye
view of the deck is shown in Figure 12. The concrete deck has dimensions of 6.09 m
(long) × 2.436 m (wide) × 0.216 m (deep) (20 ft. × 8ft. × 8.5 in.), which is large
enough to simulate a full scale bridge deck. In addition, the deck is embedded with
two mats of uncoated steel rebars at the depths of 6.35 cm (2.5 in.) and 15.24 cm
(6 in.). The reinforcement mats are composed of #5 rebars spaced at 20.32 cm (8
in.) in the transverse direction and 25.4 cm (10 in.) in the longitudinal direction.
A Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) class S concrete mixture was used
for the deck construction. Artificial delaminations made of soft polyester fabric and
foams are placed on the rebar mats. For more details of the deck, please refer to [43].
The GPR data were collected every 5 mm using the GSSI SIR-20 acquisition system
equipped with 2.6 GHz antennas. Detailed information about GSSI GPR acquisition
systems and antennas is available on the GSSI official website [2]. The time window
is 12 ns and the number of sampled data per scan is 1024. The first dataset to be
demonstrated are collected along the vertical line at 3.65 m (12.00 ft.) along the
horizontal axis as it has strong reflections from a cross rebar. For comparison, the
second dataset to be demonstrated are collected along the vertical line at 3.72 m
(12.25 ft.) along the horizontal axis, which is away from cross rebars.
2.3.2 Results and Discussions
The raw and preprocessed GPR profiles for the first dataset are shown in Figure
13. Figure 14 gives an example of migrated results with a constant velocity. It
can be observed that the leftmost rebar is appropriately migrated, but others are
undermigrated at different levels, which indicates that our slab cannot be treated
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as homogenous. First to segment the radargram with respect to each rebar, and
then search the RDP seperately using the autofocusing metrics and concatenate the
appropriately migrated piecewise profiles is proposed. For illustration, the variations
of NMV with changing RDP for the leftmost rebar are shown in Figure 15. All the
results show that the higher-order metric, M6(10), gives the best results in terms
of robustness and sensitivity. M3(2) and M5(1) fail for most experimental data.
Other metrics give moderate results but the search field of the RDP might need to
be narrowed if fully automated. The obtained RDP distribution with M6(10) as
the autofocusing metric is shown in Figure 16(a) and the corresponding migrated
profile is shown in Figure 16(b), where all the rebar signals are well focused. The
y-axis is denoted by time and it can be readily translated into depth information
with the obtained velocity distribution. It can be observed that the RDP value varies
monotonically from one side of the bridge deck to the other side. One possible reason
for this is presented here. The deck is water-cured during its fabrication process
and the GPR data is collected shortly after its fabrication [43]. The deck may have
not been positioned absolutely flat, and hence this will affect the moisture/water
distribution. If the deck is tilted slightly to one side, it is possible to result in the
phenomenon here as the RDP of water is quite high compared to dry concrete, and
hence can easily affect the permittivity of the structure.
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Figure 13: (a) The original profile and (b) the preprocessed profile of the GPR data
collected along the vertical line at 3.65 m (12.00 ft.) along the horizontal axis.
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Figure 14: The migrated GPR profile with a constant velocity.




Figure 16: (a) The optimized RDP distribution and (b) the corresponding migrated
GPR profile.
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To illustrate the interfering effect of cross rebar signals, another GPR profile that
is collected along a test line further away from cross rebars is also demonstrated
here. The raw and preprocessed GPR profiles are shown in Figure 17(a) and 17(b),
respectively. Comparing with the GPR profile in Figure 13, the GPR profile here
is less affected by the nearby cross rebar signals. The variations of all autofocusing
metrics with changing RDP values for the rightmost rebar are shown in Figure 18(a).
The performance of all autofocusing metrics is better than that in Figure 15, which
resulted from applying autofocusing metrics to the GPR profile with strong cross rebar
interferences. As indicated in the simulation study, larger apertures may improve the
performance of autofocusing metrics for clean data, but the metrics performance
may get better if the aperture size is decreased for experimental data because of the
ubiquitous existence of noise. It is suggested not to adopt an aperture size bigger than
the rebar interval as it will bring in neighboring rebar signals. The metric performance
with a smaller aperture size is shown in Figure 18(b). In this case, it does not provide
noticeable improvement. Therefore, it is generally considered appropriate to adopt
the rebar interval as the aperture size.
The experimental results are consistent with the simulation study although the
experimental data come from a more complicated situation. The optimal dielectric
constant values obtained from different metrics vary a little bit from each other, but
they can still be considered within error tolerance for the purpose of imaging. The





Figure 17: (a) The original profile and (b) the preprocessed profile of the GPR data




Figure 18: Metric performance for the rightmost rebar (a) with the full aperture
and (b) with 30 traces less.
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2.4 Summary
In this section, multiple autofocusing metrics are introduced and evaluated for the
automatic velocity analysis of bistatic GPR data from RC bridge decks. The metrics
are first evaluated under various simulated conditions to study how potential factors
associated with the RC bridge deck inspection (noise, aperture width, and cross rebar
signal) affect the metric performance. The results show that the higher-order metrics
are the most robust and sensitive metric among them, and can even generate satisfy-
ing results for severely polluted data where visual inspections cannot be performed.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from the experimental study. In the experimental
study, the RDP distribution with high resolution is obtained automatically, and all
rebar signals are well focused in the correspondingly migrated profile. The determi-
nation of the RDP distribution is not only important for image quality, but also for





In this thesis, we proposed an approach based on F-K filtering to remove direct waves
from uneven surface and cross rebar reflections from inhomogenous medium. F-K
filters belong to the category of velocity filters, which have been widely used in the
seismic field [19][69]. A velocity filter, applied in the F-K domain, is also known
as apparent velocity filter, fan filter, dip filter, slope filter or Pie-Slice filter. The
principle is based on the differences of apparent velocities, which equal to the slopes
in the F-K fields, caused by different events. It is brought up in seismic field by [25]
to separate events with different dipping angles in structurally complex areas and
suppress certain types of unwanted energy that obscure primary reflections such as
high-velocity noise and wideband multiples in areas where a normal-moveout contrast
exits between primaries and multiples. Coherent linear events, such as ground roll,
guided waves, and side scattered energy, can also be separated in the F-K domain
accordingly [56]. It has been recently introduced into the GPR field by [39]. In their
paper, F-K filters are adopted to remove the crosstalk generated by a bistatic system.
The bistatic system uses a horn antenna as a fixed transmitter and an optical electric
field sensor as a receiver running over the testing field. With this setup, the arrival
time for the direct waves is different from trace to trace. Two filters are designed in
their paper. One is to calculate the apparent velocity range according to the exact
information of the receiver and filter this fan area in the F-K domain; the other is
to first align all the traces according to the arrival times of the cross talk, and then
to reject the dc component in the spatial frequency direction, which represents the
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signals with infinite apparent velocity and is equivalent to the frequency axis in the
F-K domain. However, both designs of the filters require the prior information of
the exact transmitter and receiver locations for the whole scanning process, and only
work for cases where the surface is flat and the medium is homogeneous. Similar
ideas are then followed up by [88][18].
Inspired by [39], we come up with an idea to remove cross talk together with
ground bounce from rough surface by taking into account the small dipping angles
and call this process dip relaxation [81]. The reason we can bring this process into
F-K filtering is that our target signals are scattered over a wide span along the spatial
frequency direction in the F-K domain, which means they exist in areas representing
a wide range of apparent velocity values (large dipping angle range) while the rough
surface composed of small plane reflectors with a much narrower dipping angle range.
In addition, the cross rebar signals can also be modeled as slightly distorted uneven
reflectors with small dipping angles considering the variations of wave propagation ve-
locity through the heterogeneous medium, concrete, is not dramatic. The mechanism
of the previous design of the F-K filter and the correctness of the target modeling
are illustrated using a simple GPR simulation dataset. The effectiveness of the F-K
filter with adequate dip relaxation is validated by both experimental and field GPR
data. In addition, the performance of the proposed method is compared with that of
the background subtraction (BS) method. Although both the BS and the subspace
projection methods are considered as gold standard approaches and a new clutter re-
moval method should be compared with them, they have been demonstrated to have
similar performance in [67]. Our proposed method will be compared with average
removal in this thesis.
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3.1.1 Theory of F-K Filtering
The principle of F-K dip filtering, to put it in a simple way, is based on the fact that
the apparent velocity equals the slope through the origin in the F-K domain. The





where v is the wave propagation velocity; θ is the dipping angle, namely, the angle
between the horizon and the reflector. In an ideal case assuming the bridge deck
surface is smooth and exactly flat, the dipping angle will be zero, and the apparent
velocity of the direct wave, equivalent to the slope in the F-K domain, will be infinity.
In our application, the target signals are the rebar reflections. Normally, the GPR
survey path is perpendicular to the orientation of the targeted rebar. Since the
cross section of a rebar can be approximately treated as round shaped, imagining the
multiple tangent lines around the circle, the reflections from tangent points on the
circle corresponds to reflectors with the dipping angles vary continuously from zero
to 90 degree. This is equivalent to areas confined by slopes of reflected rebar signals
in the F-K domain vary from infinity to v. Because the energy of the direct waves is
concentrated on the frequency axis while the energy of the target is scattered over a
wide span along the spatial frequency direction in the F-K domain, the direct wave
can be eliminated by removing the energy along the frequency axis and the loss of
target signals is negligible from this operation.
The process of the F-K filtering is generally composed of four steps. First, let
s(x, z = 0, t) be the collected two-dimensional (2D) radar record, and it is transformed
to its representation in the F-K domain by applying 2D Fourier transform:
S(kx, z = 0, ω) =
∫∫
s(x, z = 0, t)e−jkxxe−jωtdxdt. (16)
Second, design the reject zone in the F-K domain and mute both the amplitude and
phase spectrum to zero in this region. For the ideal case, the expression for the filter
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in the F-K domain is
H(kx, ω) =
 0 if kx = 01 otherwise (17)
Third, apply the designed F-K filter to the input dataset by multiplication:
G(kx, z = 0, ω) = S(kx, z = 0, ω) ·H(kx, ω), (18)
where G(kx, z = 0, ω) is the filtered GPR record. Last, the time-spatial (T-X) radar
profile after interference removal, sf (x, t) , is recovered by applying 2D inverse Fourier
transform to G(kx, z = 0, ω):




G(kx, z = 0, ω)e
jkxxejωzdkxdω. (19)
Spatial aliasing is a practical issue associated with 2D Fourier transform for both
Stolt migration and F-K filtering [56]. The formula for determining the maximum





where dx is the trace spacing. Fmax reaches its smallest possible value when the
numerator reaches the smallest value and the denominator reaches the largest value.
The largest value for sin θ is 1. The trace spacing for GPR testing of bridge decks
is usually around the magnitude of centimeter or millimeter [33][59]. For the ex-
perimental data shown in this thesis, the trace spacing is 0.005 m and the relative
dielectric constant is less than 13, which lead to a velocity of 8.3e7 m/s. This leads
to a value of 8.3 GHz for the lower limit of the maximum unaliased frequency. The
antenna center frequency used in the experiment is 2.6 GHz, which indicates that the
maximum frequency needs to be considered is 7.8 GHz [31]. Therefore, we do not




In real cases, the ground or the bridge deck surface is not smooth and flat. In this
paper, we model this situation by introducing moderate dip relaxation in the F-K dip
filter. The filter, H(kx, ω), is modified as:
H(kx, ω) =
 0 if (ω/kxr 6 ω/kx 6 +∞)1 otherwise (21)
where ω/kxr is the slope determined by the maximum dip angle relaxation. For
example, if the dip relaxation is 30 degree, ω/kxr is 2v. Moreover, as indicated by
our previous paper, cross rebar signals are another hinder for the performance of the
autofocusing techniques. Theoretically, the dipping angle of the cross rebar is zero
and its signal should correspond to the energy on the line with the slope of infinity
through the origin in the F-K domain, similar to the case of ideal direct waves. In
real RC bridge deck applications, the medium through which the wave propagates
sometimes cannot be considered as homogenous. The crossing rebar signals from
inhomogeneous medium or rough surface exhibit as a distorted uneven line in the
GPR profile, as can be shown later by both the experimental data and the field data.
One of the reason is the different TWTs caused by the variations of the medium
permittivity along the scanning line. In this paper, we transform the problem of
even reflectors in the inhomogeneous medium under rough surface into the problem
of rough reflectors. Assuming there is no abrupt change in the medium property,
which is a reasonable assumption in real cases, the dip angle relaxation can also be
confined to a small angle and the target signals will not be affected much by the dip
filtering.
3.2 Simulation Demonstration
The simulation setup is the same 2D model as previously described. First we trans-
form the data with only direct waves (Figure 19(a)) and only target signals (Figure
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19(c)) into their respective F-K domains (Figure 19(b)) and 19(d)). It can be observed
that the direct waves in the F-K domain are concentrated in the left corner while the
target signals are spread over a wide range along the spatial frequency direction. This
is consistent with the theoretical analysis above. Based on this information, we only
need to apply the simple F-K filter to remove the direct waves along the frequency
axis. Although the first column also has a small amount of the target signal, the loss
is negligible. The resulted GPR profile after F-K filtering is shown in Figure 20(a).
As a comparison, the commonly used background subtraction (BS) method is also
used to remove the direct waves and the result is shown in Figure 20(b). As expected,
the GPR profile after F-K filtering generates basically the exact signals as we wanted




Figure 19: Simulated GPR profiles with (a) only direct waves in the T-X domain




Figure 20: Simulated GPR profiles after (a) F-K filtering and (a) BS.
3.3 Experimental and Field Study
3.3.1 Data Collection
The experimental data is collected on a segment of concrete bridge deck fabricated
in the lab environment. The demonstrated data is collected along the vertical line at
3.65 m (12.00 ft.) along the horizontal axis on the same fabricated slab as described
in the previous chapter and the raw data is shown in Figure 21. The field data is
collected on a real bridge deck in service, the Route 15 bridge over I-66 in Haymarket,
Virginia. Bridge selection and organization of testing were done in collaboration with
the FHWA’s Long-Term Bridge Performance (LTBP) Program, Virginia Department
of Transportation, and Virginia Transportation Research Council. The Haymarket
Bridge is a two-span concrete deck on a steel girder structure and was constructed
in 1979. The bridge has a 15 degree skew. The reinforced concrete deck is about 8
in. thick. Testing was conducted on a 25.54 m (84 ft.) by 3.65 (12 ft.) area, marked
in red in Figure 22, extending over parts of the shoulder and travel lane. GSSI’s
GPR data collection system with 1.5 GHz ground-coupled antenna is used for data
collection. For more detailed information about the field test, please refer to [33].
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The raw profile for demonstration is shown in Figure 23.
Figure 21: The original GPR profile collected from the experimental specimen.
Figure 22: Route 15 bridge over I-66 in Haymarket, Virginia.
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Figure 23: The original GPR profile collected from the real bridge deck.
3.3.2 Results and Discussions
For the experimental data, the resulted profiles from both BS method and F-K fil-
tering are shown in Figure 24(a) and 24(b), respectively. For an experimental case,
the roughness of the surface and the inhomogeneity of the medium are inevitable for
concrete bridge decks. From Figure 24(a), it can be observed that strong direct wave
and cross bar signal residues still exist in the profile after applying the BS method
while the interferences are largely reduced by the F-K filtering with adequate dip
relaxation. The results after F-K filtering with no dip relaxation and non-adequate
relaxation are also shown in Figure 24(c) and 24(d), respectively. Figure 24(c) gen-
erates similar results as that after BS. Figure 24(d) indicates that if the selected dip
angle is too small, the resulted profile may still have a large amount of interference
residues. Another thing worth noticing is that the direct waves look flat from visual
inspection in Figure 21, but it is actually not. The experimental results show that
the F-K filtering with appropriate dip relaxation is more effective to remove uneven
crossing rebar signals and direct waves. Similar conclusions can be drawn from the
field testing results, which are shown in Figure 25. Since the field data is more chal-
lenging than the experimental data, the advantages of F-K filtering with appropriate
dip relaxation are more obvious. The appropriate dip relaxation value is determined
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empirically. For both the experimental and field data in the thesis, the upper limit
of the dip relaxation is 10 degrees.
To show the impact of the proposed interference removal method and background
subtraction on the performance of autofocusing techniques presented previously, the
variations of NMV for HOT with the change of RDP are plotted in Figure 26 for
the leftmost rebar in Figure 21. The desired autofocusing metric performance is that
the metric should reach a single maximum value around the real relative permittiv-
ity value. The results show that, after F-K filtering with adequate dip relaxation,





Figure 24: The experimental GPR profiles after (a) BS, and F-K filtering with (b)




Figure 25: The field GPR profiles after (a) BS, and F-K filtering with (b) adequate
dip relaxation, (c) no dip relaxation, and (d) non-adequate dip relaxation.
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Figure 26: Performance comparison of HOT for preprocessed data after BS and
F-K filtering.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, an interference removal method based on F-K filtering is introduced
to remove strong direct waves and cross rebar reflections under unfavorable environ-
ments in order to improve the GPR imaging and post-processing performance, such
as autofocusing and the CS-based migration. Different from the previous work, Dip
relaxation is introduced into the design of the F-K filter to accommodate surface
roughness and medium inhomogeneous encountered in real RC bridge decks. For
direct waves, rough surface is modeled as reflectors with small dipping angles. For
straight crossing rebars in inhomogeneous medium, the rebar reflections exhibits as
rugged line-like signals in the GPR profile. In this way, cross rebars in inhomoge-
neous medium can be modeled as rugged cross rebars in homogeneous medium and
they share similar properties as the rough surface. Both experimental and field study
show that interferences can be better removed by F-K filtering with dip relaxation as




4.1 Theory of CS-Based Migration
In the previous work, the ray tracing theory is adopted to build a relationship between
the traditional measurements and the target space. The unknown vector, x, represents
the discretized target space grids lined up as an array. A non-zero element in x
suggests the target existence in the corresponding grid. For the scan position i, a
dictionary, Ψi, is built with the jth column as the response of a point-like target
in the jth discretized grid of the target space, which is the source signal scaled and
delayed by the wave propagation time
ψj(t) =
σjr (t− τi (j))
a{i,j}
, (22)
where r is the source signal, τi (j) is the round-trip delay between the transceivers
at the ith scan point and the target is in grid j, σj is the reflection coefficient of
the target and a{i,j} is a scaling factor to account for any attenuation and spreading
losses. However, as a{i,j} is usually unknown, it is simplified as
ψj(t) = r (t− τi (j)) . (23)
In this way, x is a weighted indicator vector defining the target space, i.e., if there is a
target at the jth grid, the value of the jth element of x will be σj/a{i,j}, otherwise, it
is zero. The traditional measurement vector for scan position i, ζi, can be represented
by Ψix. After establishing the relationship ζi = Ψix, a random projection needs to
be performed by multiplying both sides of the equation with the CS measurement
matrix, Φi. This is done for all the scan positions, then ζi, Φi and Ψi are stacked
vertically to construct the final ζ, Φ and Ψ.
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The required number of compressive measurements to reconstruct the target space
exactly with high probability is C(µ2(Φ,Ψ)logN)K, where C is usually a small con-
stant and µ(Φ,Ψ) is the mutual coherence between Φ and Ψ. Six CS measurement
matrices in the previous work are briefly introduced as follows [34]. Type I is con-
structed of entries drawn from N(0, 1), Type II is constructed of random ±1 entries
with probability of 0.5, Type III matrix is constructed by randomly selecting some
rows of an identity matrix, which is equivalent to measuring random space-time do-
main samples, Type IV, V, and VI are random matrices that lie between Type II and
III by selecting a random subset of the data at each scan point and projecting the
data subset onto vectors having random ±1 entries with probability of 0.5 (Type IV
uses 50% of the data, Type V 10%, and Type VI 2%). Different CS measurement
matrices will affect both the required number of CS measurements and the hardware
realization.
Finally the problem for GPR imaging is formulated as solving a l1 minimization
problem:
x̂ = argmin ‖x‖1 s.t. y = Φζ = ΦΨx = Ax. (24)
Due to the modeling errors and the ubiquitous noise in real environments, a stable
recovery of the sparse unknown vector, x, is possible by solving the following relaxed
l1 convex optimization problem, called the Dantzig Selector [17]:
x̂ = argmin ‖x‖1 s.t.
∥∥AT (y − Ax)∥∥∞ < ε1. (25)
Another possible solution can be constraining the l2-norm of the measurement error:
x̂ = argmin ‖x‖1 s.t. ‖y − Ax‖2 < ε2. (26)
ε1 and ε2 are the regularization parameters. Generally, a higher value of the regu-
larization parameter will miss some targets while a lower value will take significant
portions of the noise as target signals and it is stated that if the noise statistics are
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known, a ”good” choice can be made. However, the statistics of the modeling errors
and other noise in real cases are very difficult to be formulated. The selection of
the regularization parameters in this thesis is based on visual inspections and our
investigation also discovered that this parameter will also impact the results in the
aspects of comparative amplitude preservation and the image clarity. The second
l1 minimization formulation is favored as it is a linear problem and easier to imple-
ment as compared to the minimization problem in the third, which is a second-order
cone problem [14]. The problems in this paper are solved using l1-magic, a convex
optimization package developed by [3].
4.2 Waveform Distortion Mechanisms
The impulse sent out by time-domain GPRs is generally characterized by narrow sup-
port in time and wide support in frequency. The wave propagation in the previous
work is simplified that there is no waveform distortion during the wave propagation
process. However, due to factors, such as wave propagation medium and the geo-
metrical structure of the target, the amplitude and phase responses with respect to
different frequencies varies. A waveform distortion can be resulted when this phe-
nomenon gets severe. Impulse distortion can be observed in the GPR data collected
from RC bridge decks, and the waveform corresponding to the rebar reflection no
longer follow the shape of the standard exciting source, e.g., the commonly used
Ricker function. Therefore, a more precise model accounting the waveform distortion
phenomenon needs to be built.
The frequency dependence can be considered from both aspects of the amplitude










where r(t) represents the incident impulse, ω represents the angular frequency, A
represents the frequency-dependent scaling, and τ represents a frequency-dependent
shift parameter.
Exact frequency-dependent information embracing all factors is difficult to obtain
if possible. However, there are still ways around it. For example, antenna response
and medium dispersion can be measured in advance. The scatter effect is also studied
in the literature. For example, the first-order geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD)
[26][7] illustrates an edge, endpoint, and finite smooth surface contribute frequency
dependencies proportional to ω−1/2, 1/ω , and ω, respectively. One thing needs to
be kept in mind is that the solving of scattering problem can be highly suscepti-
ble to improper modeling and model-order selection [49][41]. For simplification, the
formulation of the waveform distortion considering only this effect can be
Ψi(t, α) =
∫
[ω exp(jπ/2)]αR(ω) exp(jω(t− τ))dω. (29)
Positive integers α corresponds to α differentiations of the incident field, whereas
negative integers α correspond to α integrations. Integer values of α for the con-
text of underwater scattering is used in [6] and the dictionary is augmented to
{0,±1/2,±1,±3/2,±2,±5/2} by including functions that correspond to single and
multiple edge diffractions in [49]. It is also stated that each α corresponds to a possible
diffraction mechanism, and more α could be included if desired [49].
Building an over-complete dictionary considering all possible factors is challenging
and the point to point measurements of the factors such as permittivity variation with
frequency is difficult and time consuming for bridge deck probing. For our application,
the simplified formulation has been tested to be enough. An example of the real part
of the concrete permittivity is provided in [57], which shows the waveform dilation
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caused by medium dispersion can be neglected as the resulted waveform dilation is
minor. However, for applications where severely dilated waveforms are resulted, this
factor should be taken into consideration. Accurate modeling produces less modeling
errors and it is even more beneficial when the original images need to be recovered.
The obtained factor, α, can also be used to deduce the shape of the scatter for certain
applications.
The wave propagation mechanisms introduced above can be incorporated into the
CS model by building a super dictionary. However, it may greatly increase the size
of the problem and the computational complexity. As the targets in this application
are uniformly distributed standard-sized rebars at the same depth, matching pursuit
[47][82] is recommended to capture a reference waveform as a replacement of the
source waveform in the previous CS dictionary.
4.3 Simulation Study
4.3.1 Direct Waves
The simulation setups are basically the same as previous. Direct waves and random
background noise are two major factors that pollute GPR images. The previous
work has already studied the effect of the additive Gaussian random noise on the
performance of the CS-based migration and the comparison is made with a traditional
migration technique, time-domain standard backprojection (SBP). For low SNR, the
traditional migration provides better results than CS-based migration while CS-based
migration provides better results for cases with high SNR. Here we are not going to
duplicate results on the effect for random noise, but are more focused on the effects of
direct waves. The data is first downsampled by 2 spatially to be well better handled
by commonly available computers.
The CS measurement matrix adopted in this chapter is Type I random matrix and
its entries are drawn from N(0, 1). It has been reported to lead to a small coherence,
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which means less CS measurement data are required to recover the unknowns. The
number of the CS measurements in this chapter is 20. The CS measurement matrix is
kept the same for all scan positions for the purposes of the reduction of the memory
requirements and the simplification of implementation. In addition, using different
measurement matrices for each scan position do not provide better results for most
cases here.
Figure 27(a) shows the original GPR data for the simulated RC bridge deck with
a single rebar placed at 1.2 m along the x-axis and at a depth of 2.5 in.. Figure 27(b)
shows its preprocessed data. Figure 28(a) and 28(b) show examples of the results
of CS-based migration with a low value of the regularization parameter and a high
value of the regularization parameter, respectively. Figure 28(c) shows the results
of the F-K migration. Figure 29(a) and 29(b) show an example of results of CS-
based migration and F-K migration on the preprocessed data, respectively. It can be
observed that, under the interference of strong direct waves, CS-based migration may
fail to recover the target information while traditional F-K migration can still provide
correct information about the target. The probability to recover the target signals
under the pollution of strong direct waves is quite low. A Monte Carlo simulation
using 100 trials is performed and each trial uses a different CS measurement matrix.
Only 20 out of 100 can successfully recover the target signals with the pollution of
direct waves while 100 out 100 can successfully recover the target signals without the
pollution. The reason may be that the direct wave formulation severely violates the
ray-tracing model built for point-like targets. For the strong ground bounce caused
by the air-concrete interface, the target can be considered as a line-like target. Even
if it can be considered as multiple point-like targets, it violates the prerequisite of
the sparsity and the assumption that the targets do not interact, and hence the
superposition is not valid. The crosstalk does not follow the ray-tracing model built
for the point-like targets, either. Although its formulation mechanism is different, it
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can be generally considered as ground bounce reflected from an absolute flat metal
plate for the problem concerned here. For RC bridge decks, cross rebar signals also
share similar properties as ground bounce. Therefore, the successful elimination of
interferences, such as direct waves and cross rebar signals, is much more important
for CS-based migration than traditional F-K migration.
For ideal situations when the surface is flat, the targets are deep enough, and
the medium is homogeneous, simple direct wave removing methods such as time
gating, average removal, and scale and shift can be adopted. However, when GPR
scans are collected on rough surfaces for shallow targets or close to the cross rebars
buried in comparatively inhomogeneous concrete, the removing of the direct waves
and cross rebar signals become more challenging, then sophisticated methods should
be adopted. The interference removal is discussed in more detail in the previous
chapter.
(a) (b)





Figure 28: Results of (a) CS-based migration with a low regularization parameter,
(b) CS-based migration with a high regularization parameter, and (c) F-K migration
on the original GPR data.
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(a) (b)
Figure 29: Results of (a) CS-based migration and (b) F-K migration on the prepro-
cessed GPR data.
4.3.2 Waveform Distortion
The upper figure of Figure 30 shows the rebar reflection signal from a GPR A-scan
collected on the simulated bridge deck described above. It can be observed that the
rebar reflection is a distorted wavelet, compared to the source signal. The results from
the matching pursuit indicate 0.5 as the value for α best fit the distorted waveform,
which is shown in red and overlapped very well on the rebar reflection in blue in the
lower figure of Figure 30. The results from the original model are shown in Figure
31(a) and the results from the improved model are shown in Figure 31(b) when all
other parameters are kept the same. It is shown that the modified model provides
better results. If the same performance needs to be achieved for the previous model,
a higher value of the regularization parameter is needed as more modeling noise are
produced. For applications when the original images needs to be recovered, this
problem may become even more important.
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Figure 30: Rebar reflection and the best matching dictionary element.
(a) (b)
Figure 31: CS-based migration with (a) the previous model and (b) the modified
model.
4.3.3 Comparative Amplitude Preservation
The attenuation map is an important tool for the health condition evaluation of RC
bridge decks, such as concrete degradation and rebar corrosion. Whether or not CS-
based migration can well preserve the comparative amplitude information of the rebar
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reflections may effect its popularity in this application. Investigation shows that if the
GPR profile with multiple rebars are processed at one time by CS-based migration,
the comparative amplitude information cannot be preserved while maintaining a clear
image at the same time. An example is shown using the simulation model with three
rebars buried at 1.0 m, 1.2 m, and 1.4 m, respectively, along the x-axis. Figure 32(a)
shows the original GPR profile and Figure 32(b) is the preprocessed profile. Figure
33(a) and 33(b) show the results of the CS-based migration with a high regularization
parameter and a low regularization parameter, respectively. For a high regularization
parameter, a clear image can be obtained, but the amplitudes of the rebar reflections
varies significantly from each other. For a low regularization parameter, the image
can be heavily cluttered, but the comparative amplitude reservation is better. Various
regularization parameters with high density are attempted, it is hardly possible to
find a regularization parameter to generate a clear image and at same time preserve
the comparative amplitude information. The reason for the variation of the amplitude
in the rebar reflections is not known and a possible reason is model mismatch. The
investigation of the very reason can be the future work. For comparison, the results
of the F-K migration is shown in Figure 33(c), where the comparative amplitude
information is well preserved.
A simple approach is proposed to preserve the comparative amplitude information
and at the same time maintain the clarity of the image. Different from other appli-
cations, the rebar spacing can be prior information and the rough idea of the rebar
positions can be deduced when the initial rebar is localized, which make segmentation
according to each rebar possible. There are other issues when migrating the whole
B-scan at one time using CS-based migration. For example, the computational cost
and memory requirement can be greatly reduced. The convex optimization programs
use interior point methods that iterate Newton’s method. For the optimization of
the l1 minimization problem here, the computational cost is O(n
3) with observably
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low iterations that is almost independent of the size of the problem [34]. The com-
putational cost increase dramatically with the increase of the target space grids for
the same resolution. Another aspect is that, for cases when the large scale medium
homogeneity is invalid, the ray-tracing model becomes difficult to apply for the en-
tire profile and segmentation can also help achieve better implementation when the
assumption of local homogeneity still holds.
Figure 34 shows the results of the proposed method on the same dataset and it
demonstrates the proposed method can not only recover all the rebars accurately, but
also preserve the amplitude information successfully. When the rebar spacing is not
the integral multiples of the scan step, which means the the relative position of the
antennas and the target are not the same for each rebar, the comparative amplitude
reservation is also investigated here with an example of the rebar spacing is 20.2 cm.
The results, shown in Figure 35, demonstrates that the proposed approach can still
reserve the comparative amplitude reservation in this case.
(a) (b)





Figure 33: (a) CS-based migration results with a high regularization parameter
and (b) with a low regularization parameter, and (c) F-K migration results for the
preprocessed GPR profile with multiple rebars.
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Figure 34: The results of the proposed amplitude reservation method for multiple
rebars when the rebar spacing is integral multiples of the scan step.
Figure 35: The results of the proposed amplitude reservation method for multiple
rebars when the rebar spacing is not integral multiples of the scan step.
4.3.4 Uniform Downsampling
For time-domain GPR systems, the data acquisition time for a fixed scan position
cannot be reduced by CS measurements. The data acquisition time can be reduced by
decrease the scan points only through Type III CS measurements mentioned above.
As Type III CS measurements are basically a random selection of the scan posi-
tions, it may place risks on the recovery of certain targets if scans with strong target
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information are skipped, shown in Figure 9(a) in [34]. In addition, the hardware real-
ization of the CS measurements can be challenging for the current commercial GPR
systems. Uniform sampling from both dimensions with sampling rates less than the
requirements for traditional migration techniques (we call this process uniform down-
sampling for simplification here) and then followed up by the CS-based migration are
evaluated here.
The reduced uniform sampling rate for a fixed scan position suggests a smaller size
of directly sampled data. An example is shown here. Figure 36 shows the downsam-
pled GPR profile and Figure 37(a) and 37(b) are the results from CS-based migration
and the F-K migration, respectively, with a temporal uniform downsampling rate of
70 from the original setup, which is equivalent to 2.6 times less samples than that
required by the Nyquist sampling rate. The CS-based migration is not affected by
the reduced uniform sampling rate while F-K migration generates unfocused fuzzy
image around the location of the target. The reason for this is that the reduced sam-
pling rate is lower than the Nyquist sampling rate required by F-K migration. The
center frequency of the exciting source is 2.6 GHz and the highest frequency needs to
be taken into consideration is approximately three times the center frequency, which
is 7.8 GHz. Thus the Nyquist sampling frequency here is 15.6 GHz. The sampling
frequency for a uniform downsampling rate of 30 is 14.1 GHz, which is lower than the
Nyquist sampling rate for traditional migration techniques. The sampling rates for a
downsampling rate of 70 (the sampling frequency will be 6.1 GHz) will be even lower
than the required Nyquist sampling rate. To test how much the sampling rate can be
reduced, the probability of recovery (POR) with respect to the down sampling rates
is investigated. If the correct location of the target is recovered without any clutter,
the recovery is considered successful. For each downsampling rate, the CS-based mi-
gration is run 50 times and the POR with changing down sampling rates is shown in
Figure 38.
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Figure 36: The downsampled GPR profile for temporal downsampling rate of 70.
(a) (b)
Figure 37: (a) CS-based migration and (b) F-K migration results for temporal
downsampling rate of 70.
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Figure 38: POR with various temporal downsampling rates.
The reduced number of scan points suggests faster data acquisition speed and
smaller data size. Figure 39 is GPR profile after downsampling and Figure 40 show
the results of CS-based migration and the results of F-K migration for the spatial
downsampling rate of 6, which is approximately 4 times less than that required by
traditional migration method. It can be observed that CS-based migration can still
provide clear accurate high-resolution images using less scan points along the spatial
domain while Stolt F-K migration failed. The Spatial aliasing is a practical issue
associated with 2D Fourier transform for Stolt F-K migration [32]. The required scan
step according to this rule is at most 7.6 mm here. A spatial down sampling of 2 will
lead a scan step of 10 mm, which is larger than the required scan step. The POR
with changing spatial down sampling rate is shown in Figure 41. For the case when
the rebar spacing is not the integral multiples of the scan step, an example of spatial
downsampling of 2 is shown in Figure 42 and the comparative amplitude information
can still be well preserved. However, a slightly larger deviation will occur in this case
when the downsampling is larger than 3. Although the uniform downsampling rates
are not that significant, it is still very meaningful to this application. For example, if
the data acquisition speed of a vehicle mounted GPR system is 15 miles an hour, an
increase by four times will push it to the traffic speed on a highway.
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Figure 39: The downsampled GPR profile for spatial downsampling rate of 6.
(a) (b)
Figure 40: (a) CS-based migration and F-K migration results for spatial downsam-
pling rate of 6.
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Figure 41: ROR with various spatial downsampling rates.
Figure 42: The results of the proposed amplitude reservation method for multiple
rebars when the rebar spacing is not integral multiples of the scan step (down sampling
rate is 2).
4.4 Experimental Demonstration
The experimental data is collected along the vertical line at 0.68 (2.25 ft.) along the
horizontal axis. Figure 43(a) and 43(b) shows that original GPR profile and the pre-
processed version, respectively. A segmented image for the rebar on the left is shown
in Figure 44. The results from the CS-based migration are shown in Figure 45(a),
which is a high-resolution image with much less clutter compared to the results from
the traditional migration method, shown in Figure 45(b). Both migration techniques
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failed to successfully recover the rebar information on the second layer because the
rebar reflections from the second layer are almost noise level. An approach to extract
the signals from rebars on the second layer is proposed in [79][77].
(a) (b)
Figure 43: Original GPR profile and the preprocessed GPR profile for the experi-
mental data.
Figure 44: Segmented GPR profile for the leftmost rebar.
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(a) (b)
Figure 45: Results of (a) CS-based migration and (b) F-K migration.
4.5 Summary
CS-based migration has been applied in GPR imaging recently. The major benefits
are to generate high-resolution images with less clutter using a small number of CS
measurements when the target space is sparse. The work in this chapter improved
the previous work in two aspects. First, a more accurate model accounting for the
waveform distortion is built and less modeling error is resulted. Second, segmentation
according to each rebar and then implementing CS-based migration separately is
proposed to preserve the relative amplitude information of the rebar reflections while
still maintaining a clear image at the same time. The proposed approach can also
greatly reduce the computational complexity and memory requirement. In addition,
the uniform downsampling from both directions is investigated for the purposes of
reduced number of directly measured data and data acquisition time. Although the





In this thesis, autofocusing, interference removal, and modified CS-based migration
are presented. The contributions are list as follows.
First, multiple autofocusing metrics are introduced to replace the expensive and
less reliable human visual inspections during the iterative process of the medium
velocity distribution estimation. The effectiveness of the metrics is evaluated with
respect to potential deterioration factors, namely, noise, synthetic aperture width,
and cross rebar reflection interference, on the simulation data. Among the proposed
candidates, high-order statistics demonstrate the best performance in terms of robust-
ness and sensitivity. Conclusions drawn from the simulation study are also validated
by the experimental data.
Second, F-K filtering with dip relaxation is proposed to remove direct waves and
cross rebar reflections under rough environments, such as uneven surface and inho-
mogeneous medium. The principle of the F-K filtering is illustrated by simulation
data. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is evaluated by both experimen-
tal and field data. Results show that the proposed method can better remove the
interferences as compared to the standard direct wave removing method.
Third, the previous CS-based migration is modified on two aspects. First, a more
accurate model accommodating the waveform distortion is built and less modeling er-
ror is resulted. Second, as it is hardly possible to obtain a regularization parameter to
preserve the amplitude information and at the same time maintain the image clarity,
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a simple trick based on segmentation according to each rebar is proposed and vali-
dated. The proposed approach can also helps greatly reduce the computational cost
and memory requirement. In addition, uniform downsampling is investigated gener-
ally for less directly sampled data. Uniform downsampling along the spatial direction
also helps increase the data acquisition speed. Although the allowed downsampling
rates are not significant, it can still be valuable for this application.
5.2 Future Work
In this section, potential future work related to each of the topics studied in this
thesis are presented.
First, for the optimized maintenance of RC bridge deck under a tight budget, the
accuracy and resolution of the RDP distribution provided by the method proposed
is generally sufficient. However, if RDP values with higher accuracy are required,
accurate modeling with less unpractical assumptions, such as circular wavefront, ac-
curate determination of the time-zero, or experimental calibration may help improve
the results.
Second, for F-K filtering with dip relaxation, the threshold of dip relaxation is cur-
rently manually obtained. A possible approach to obtain the dip relaxation threshold
automatically can be to extract the largest slope in the interference structures of the
original GPR profile using image processing techniques.
Third, for the modified CS-based migration, more careful study of the waveform
distortion mechnisms can be pursued; the very reason why the comparative amplitude
information cannot be well preserved when the GPR profile with multiple rebars is
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